The feature-rich NU8500 is equipped like its NU8000 Flat sibling, but curved for immersive viewing. Our highest motion rate and low-lag Auto Game Mode means this TV plays as smooth as it looks.

**KEY FEATURES**

**Product Type**
- Ultra HDTV

**4K Premium Picture**
- Dynamic Crystal Color™
- HDR Plus™
- 4K UHD
- Auto Game Mode
- UHD Engine™
- Motion Rate 240
- Ultra Slim Array
- Auto Depth Enhancer

**Design**
- Clean Cable Solution®
- Wide Viewing Angle
- Curved 360° Design
- Curved Screen

**Audio**
- Dolby® Digital Plus
- 40 Watt 2.1 Channel

**Smart TV with Bixby Voice**
- Universal Browse
- Connect & Share
- Samsung OneRemote

**Connections**
- 4 HDMI Connections²
- 2 USB Connections
- LAN Port
- 802.11AC built-in Wi-Fi
- Bluetooth®
- RS232 Control (EX-Link)
- IP Control Support³
- Optical Audio Output Port

**Included Accessories**
- Samsung OneRemote

**Industry Certifications**
- CTA 4K Ultra HD Connected

---

1. Color may vary by model.
2. HDMI–CEC (Consumer Electronics Control) facilitates convenient control functions with compatible devices.
**4K Premium Picture**
Combining the science of color and clarity leads to picture performance that’s a step ahead of the norm.

**Dynamic Crystal Color™**
Discover an expanded world of colors where millions of additional shades make all the difference.

**HDR Plus™**
See movies and shows just as the director intended—in stunning high dynamic range.

**4K UHD**
See what you’ve been missing on a crisp, clear picture that’s 4X the resolution of Full HD.

**Auto Game Mode**
Get a leg up on the competition, thanks to an optimized gaming experience with minimal input lag.

**UHD Engine™**
A powerful processor optimizes your content for 4K picture quality.

**Motion Rate 240**
Enjoy smooth, crisp action, even in the fastest scenes.

**Ultra Slim Array**
See details pop out with deep contrast levels. Ultra Slim Array carefully controls lighting, making dark zones of the screen darker and bright objects even brighter.

**Auto Depth Enhancer**
Experience an immersive sense of depth on a curved screen with optimized contrast across multiple zones of the picture.

**HDR Formats Supported**
HDR10 (Static MetaData), HDR10+ (Dynamic MetaData), HLG (Hybrid Log Gamma). All Samsung 4K UHD TVs also meet the CTA HDR-Compatible Definition.

---

**Design**
From finish to function, a thoughtful design that amazes.

**Clean Cable Solution®**
Neatly manages cords for a crisp, clean look.

**Wide Viewing Angle**
You thought the best seats were taken, but you’re alright with wide angle viewing.

**Curved 360° Design**
A curved screen draws you into the action on a TV that looks sleek from front to back.

**Curved Screen**
Get pulled into the action with Auto Depth Enhancer on Curved TVs.

**Smart TV with Bixby**
A revolutionary way to help find streaming and live TV shows with a universal guide, OneRemote and voice assistance.

**Universal Browse**
A revolutionary new way to help find streaming and live TV shows with a universal guide.

**Connect & Share**
Sync your TV to your compatible smartphone to access and control your content on the big screen.

**Samsung OneRemote**
OneRemote automatically detects and controls all your connected devices and content.

---

*Wide Color Gamut capable TV vs. Samsung 2017 FHD TV.
*Compatible devices only.
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#### Connections

| HDMI | Enjoy higher-quality audio and video with an HDMI connection that transmits both signals over a single cable. Compatible with next generation Ultra HD Blu-ray™ players and HDR content decoding. Includes 1 Audio Return Channel (ARC). |
| Wi-Fi | Enjoy your favorite on-demand content seamlessly through your existing network with built-in Wi-Fi (802.11AC). |

#### Audio

| Dolby® Digital Plus | Enjoy the ultimate digital sound quality on all your favorite movies, TV shows and streaming content. Dolby Digital Plus optimizes your entertainment experience with enhanced sound richness and clarity. |

#### Included Accessories

| Samsung OneRemote (TM-1850B) | |

---

### Industry Certifications

**4K Ultra HD Connected**

All Samsung 2018 4K UHD and QLED televisions comply with the CTA 4K Ultra High-Definition Connected definition requirements. The trade organization known as the Consumer Technology Association (CTA™) is considered an industry authority on engineering standards for consumer electronics in the United States. Visit www.cta.tech for more information.

©2018 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Samsung and Samsung SMART TV are both registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. All other brand, product and service names and logos are marks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Screen images are simulated. Some devices may require internet access. Apps may vary by product model. 4K UHD launch timing may vary by provider. Selection of 4K UHD content subject to individual content provider availability. Only select titles are available in 4K UHD.
## NU8500 TV

### Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Screen Size Class</th>
<th>Screen Diagonal Measurement</th>
<th>UPC Code</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Dimensions (Inches W x H x D)</th>
<th>Weight (lb)</th>
<th>Vesa Support</th>
<th>Accessories Included in Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UN65NU8500     | UN65NU8500FXZA           | 65"               | 64.5"                       | 887276256412  | Mexico            | TV Without Stand: 56.8 x 32.8 x 4.4
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   | TV With Stand: 56.8 x 35.9 x 14.9
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   | Shipping: 63.7 x 38 x 8.7
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   | Stand Footprint: 35.9 x 9.7 x 14.9
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   |                            | 52.5                    | Yes (400mm x 400mm)      |
| UN55NU8500     | UN55NU8500FXZA           | 55"               | 54.6"                       | 887276256382  | Mexico            | TV Without Stand: 48.2 x 28 x 3.7
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   | TV With Stand: 48.2 x 31 x 13.3
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   | Shipping: 55.1 x 33.4 x 7.2
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   | Stand Footprint: 31.4 x 6.2 x 13.3
|                |                          |                   |                             |                |                   |                            | 38.4                    | Yes (200mm x 200mm)      |

**SAMSUNG**